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REMODELER STAFF
Getting a leg up on the competition requires
staying ahead of the curve, not only on best business
practices, but also on top products. Each year, Pro
Remodeler’s editorial team tallies up reader engagement for
the building materials, tools, fixtures, fittings, and finishes
that have appeared in the magazine over the past 12 months.
The items that garnered the most interest are awarded a
spot on the highly competitive Top 100 list.
To make reading it more manageable, the products
are grouped into categories. Reader service
numbers included with each product
write-up allow you to request info
if you want to find out more.
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Big Chill’s Retro Collection offers ranges
with sleek vintage looks, but their functions
are totally modern. Calling back to the classic
appliances of the 1950s, the 36” range comes
in pastels and bright colors, and boasts an
authentic chrome trim and handle. Big Chill
also offers refrigerators, a cooktop, ventilation
hoods, dishwasher, gas and induction stoves in
more than 200 colors. Constructed of stainless
steel, the 36" range (shown above) is equipped
with an array of functionalities, including six
burners, an automatic electronic ignition, and
reignition system, and an oven burner rating of
30,000 BTU. Its 24” depth makes it compatible
with standard kitchen cabinetry. CIRCLE 800

2

The Bosch 500 Series 24” washer and dryer
are a compact duo that can be installed
side by side or stacked almost anywhere in the
home. The dryer sports heat pump technology
and a patented, self- cleaning condenser.
This eff icient, ventless laundry innovation
reduces energy usage by approximately 50%
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and eliminates the need to clean and maintain
the condenser, according to the company. The
newer 500 Series offers Bosch's Home Connect
smart technology and claims to be America's
most eff icient dryer, according to energy test
procedures of compact dryers with Energy Star
certification from the Department of Energy
and Environmental Protection Agency. CIRCLE 801

3

Available in a modern Platinum Glass
finish, GE’s Cafe Smart Glass Quad Door
Refrigerator is the perfect statement piece.
The fridge’s interior is illuminated by an LED
light panel with convenient storage options,
including a freezer with five drawers, two
tilt-out door bins, and a slide-out shelf.
The temperature of a lower quad zone is
adjustable to meet the needs of the homeowner, offering Freezer, Wine, or Refrigerator
settings. Sensors in the fridge's water
dispenser can detect the precise amount of
water needed to fill any vessel. The Energy
Star-certified appliance includes built-in Wi-Fi
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connectivity. This quad door model fits a
standard 70” cabinet cut-out and offers 27.4
cubit feet of capacity. CIRCLE 802

4

Forged in mixed metals, the RISE design
by JennAir features a diamond-etched
knurled handle inspired by jewelry, brushed
brass inspired knob collars, and geometric
grates. Some products from the line include
the 48” RISE Dual-Fuel Gas ProfessionalStyle Range with Griddle, 36” French
Door Freestanding Refrigerator, TriFecta
Dishwasher, V2 Vertical Dual-Fan Convection
Smart Wall Oven, 30” Induction Flex Cooktop,
and 24” Under Counter Microwave Oven with
Drawer Design. The line's refrigerators come
with a black Obsidian interior inspired by
volcanic ash. The RISE design expression is a
luxury suite with an appliance for each part of
the kitchen. CIRCLE 803

5

Now with Signature Kitchen Suite, LG
Signature, LG Studio, and LG, ranging from

7

8

10
high-end to affordable, in the LG Builder portfolio, remodelers can find a kitchen product line
for any setting and any homeowner. CIRCLE 804

6

Plum's AI-powered Plum Integrated fits its
award-winning wine dispenser into custom
cabinetry. The dispenser makes it easy to
chill, serve, and preserve up to two standard
750 ml bottles of wine at a time. Without the
integration kit, the appliance sits on a counter
like a Keurig for wine, but with the kit, the unit
achieves a look similar to built-in microwaves
or beverage centers. Plum says the 24" trim will
install flush with a kitchen’s custom cabinetry
with black or stainless steel finish. CIRCLE 805

7

Appliances from LG Laundry offer convenient solutions to everyday laundry
challenges. The LG Styler releases wrinkles
and refreshes clothing while the LG SideKick
washes small loads that can't wait. The manufacturer offers an extensive array of laundry
appliances for every need. CIRCLE 806
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8

Samsung Electronics has unveiled home
appliances that blend modern design with
innovative new technologies. For example,
the BESPOKE refrigerator (shown) establishes
a new category of customized appliances.
Through the creative use of materials and
colors, homeowners are able to customize
their kitchens. Case in point: The functions of
this refrigerator can be customized with the
Flex Zone, a compartment that can be used as
either a fridge or a freezer. CIRCLE 807

9

Signature Kitchen Suite's focus on appliance development is precision and purpose,
the company says. The luxury appliance manufacturer creates products for the home chef,
offering features such as sous vide cooking,
True Steam-Combi and ProHeat technology,
and some of the largest capacity ranges and
refrigerators on the market. CIRCLE 808

10

Thermador's line of kitchen appliances is backed by industry-leading

capacity, power, and innovation, says the
company. Thermador boasts industry-leading
steam oven capacity (according to standards by the Association of Home Appliance
Manufacturers), the largest usable cooking
surface from its Freedom Induction product,
and gas cooktops with 56% greater flame
efficiency. CIRCLE 809

11

Whirlpool's 36" wide counter depth 4
Door Refrigerator offers 19.4 cubic feet of
capacity with a four compartments featuring
flexible organizational spaces. Whirlpool
offers TotalCoverage cooling, which keeps
each shelf cold and eliminates warm spots
through its multiflow vents that push cool
air throughout the refrigerator. The freezer
section of this appliance offers custom
temperature control, a Fast Freeze option,
flexible ice bin, and pull-out shelves. When
homeowners bring home groceries, they
can activate the Fast Cool option to ensure
groceries remain fresh and cool. CIRCLE 810
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